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Decoupled Potential Integral Equations for
Electromagnetic Scattering from Dielectric Objects
Jie Li, Student Member, IEEE, Xin Fu, Student Member, IEEE, Balasubramaniam Shanker, Fellow, IEEE
Abstract—Recent work on developing novel integral equation
formulations has involved using potentials as opposed to fields.
This is a consequence of the additional flexibility offered by
using potentials to develop well conditioned systems. Most of the
work in this arena has wrestled with developing this formulation
for perfectly conducting objects (Vico et al., 2014 and Liu
et al., 2015), with recent effort made to addressing similar
problems for dielectrics (Li et al., 2017). In this paper, we present
well-conditioned decoupled potential integral equation (DPIE)
formulated for electromagnetic scattering from homogeneous
dielectric objects, a fully developed version of that presented in
the conference communication (Li et al., 2017). The formulation
is based on boundary conditions derived for decoupled boundary
conditions on the scalar and vector potentials. The resulting
DPIE is the second kind integral equation, and does not suffer
from either low frequency or dense mesh breakdown. Analytical
properties of the DPIE are studied. Results on the sphere analysis
are provided to demonstrate the conditioning and spectrum of
the resulting linear system.
Index Terms—integral equation, low-frequency breakdown,
dense-mesh breakdown, transmission problem, decoupled poten-
tial
I. INTRODUCTION
Surface integral equation based methods have been widely
used for the analysis of electromagnetic (EM) scattering
and radiation [1]. Commonly used integral equations for
perfectly electrical conductors (PECs) include electric field
integral equation (EFIE), magnetic integral equation (MFIE)
and combined field integral equation (CFIE) and their modi-
fied forms [1]. For dielectric problems, Poggio-Miller-Chang-
Harrington-Wu-Tsai (PMCHWT) formulation [2] and Mu¨ller
formulation [3] are most popular ones. Issues such as low-
frequency breakdown [4], [5], dense mesh breakdown [6] and
topology breakdown [7] have been observed in numerical
implementations of method of moments when solving these
integral equations. Much of the breakdown phenomenon arises
from either catastrophic cancellation or ill-posed boundary
conditions or badly imposed scalings. Direct consequence of
typical catastrophic cancellations is ill-conditioning (hence
poor convergence of iterative solvers) in the resulting linear
system or lost accuracy in post-processing. Stabilizing existing
integral equations solvers and designing new stable formula-
tion have been extensively studied by the computational EM
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and applied mathematics communities; see Refs. [1], [8] and
references therein for a complete analysis.
Approaches for stabilizing the EFIE or its related incarna-
tions range from loop-tree/star decomposition [4], [9], [10]
(approximate Helmholtz decomposition) to constrained [11]
and rigorous [12] Helmholtz decompositions. Remedies for
dense mesh breakdown includes Calderon preconditioner [6],
[13], [14] and quasi-Helmholtz projector [15] based methods.
All of the aforementioned methods work directly on the ill-
conditioned integral equations. More recently, there has also
been an effort to develop new or modify existing formulations.
Augmented EFIE (AEFIE) [16], [17] is used to fix the low-
frequency breakdown by introducing auxiliary charge terms
and continuity constraints. Current-charge integral equation
(CCIE) [18] is very similar to AEFIE but it can be used
to develop a second kind integral equation for analyzing
scattering from dielectric objects. Another example of recent
work in this area is the scalar based formulations including
generalized Debye sources [8], [19] or charge based EFIE and
MFIE for simply connected structures [20].
Decoupled potential based approach [21]–[23] is the very
recent effort to solve the low-frequency breakdown problem.
Besides the application to addressing breakdown associated
with low-frequencies, scalar and vector potential approach
can potentially be applied to simulations that require vector
potential directly [21], [23] as opposed to the electric/magnetic
fields. To date, new boundary conditions on the vector and
scalar potentials have been developed so as to describe scat-
tering from perfect electrically conducting (PEC) bodies. In
[23], a second kind integral equation was constructed based on
the indirect approach, and the formulation presented is well-
conditioned that does not suffer from either low-frequency or
dense mesh breakdown. More importantly, it does not have any
spurious resonance issue or suffer from topology breakdown.
Integral equation solved in [22] is not the second kind, but one
that behaves like AEFIE. An effort to address well-conditioned
equations for the dielectric objects using the DPIE framework
is more recent [24]; this paper focuses on further developing
and flushing out the ideas presented in [24]. Analysis of
dielectric objects is more complex as one more complicated
boundary value problem that needs to be modified to provide
the necessary framework to decouple the potentials. Another
challenge is the choosing suitable unknowns and observables.
These are the challenges that we will address in this paper; the
formulation presented is well conditioned, is not susceptible to
non-uniqueness due to resonances or breakdown due to either
low-frequencies or dense meshes. Specifically, in this paper,
we will present:
• Decoupled boundary conditions in terms of scalar and
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vector potential for transmission problem,
• well-conditioned scalar and vector potential integral equa-
tions for EM scattering from homogeneous dielectrics,
• reduced decoupled integral equation for PEC problems
• and, study of analytical properties of the resulting system
to demonstrate features of the proposed integral equation
framework.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section
II gives preliminary information on classical boundary value
problem for the EM scattering from dielectric objects. A new
description for the scattering problem is introduced in Section
III involving decoupled boundary value problems. Section V
formulates the scalar and vector potential integral equation
for dielectric problem. In Section VI, analytical properties of
the presented integral equations are studied with the help of
asymptotic analysis. Section VIII provides some numerical
results on the resulting linear system of a sphere. Finally,
conclusions and related remarks are given in Section IX.
II. BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEM
A. Problem Statement
Consider an homogeneous dielectric object occupying a
volume Ω2 that is immersed in a homogeneous background
Ω1. Let the surface enclosing closed domain Ω2 be denoted
by S and is equipped with an outward pointing normal n that
points into Ω1. An electromagnetic plane wave characterized
by
{
E
i(r),Hi(r)
}
is incident on the object. Each domain is
characterized by a pair of constitutive parameters, permittivity
ǫi, permeability µi and wavenumber ki for i = 1, 2. Hence-
forth, field quantities in domain Ωi will be denoted using the
subscript i. For the purpose of normalization, the permittivity,
permeability, and wavenumber in free space are denoted by
ǫ0, µ0 and k0. The problem to be solved can be posed as
follows: Given the scatterer configuration as just described,
find the total field (Et(r) or Ht(r)) in each region Ωi that
comprises of incident field (Eii(r) or H
i
i(r)) and scattered
field (Esi (r) or H
s
i (r)). The solution will be given through an
integral equation approach which exploits equivalent sources
on the surface that can be used to express the scattered field
in Ω1. In this work, a time-harmonic factor e
jωt will be used
and suppressed, and spatial dependence on r will be assumed.
B. Classical Maxwell’s Descriptions
The solution to the above problem can be written by starting
with Maxwell’s equations and associated boundary conditions.
For numerical analysis purpose, one usually works with the
Maxwell’s curl-curl equation
∇×∇×Ei(r) − k2iEi(r) = 0 (1)
where Ei = E
s
i + E
i
i. The governing partial differential
equation (1) is subject to the following boundary conditions
to guarantee the unique solution, viz.,
n×E1 = n×E2 (2a)
n× 1
µ1
∇×E1 = n× 1
µ2
∇×E2 (2b)
r
|r| × (∇×E
s
1 − jk1n×Es1) = 0 when |r| → ∞ (2c)
where the first two equations correspond to the continuity
of the tangential electric and magnetic fields and the third
equation is the Silver-Mu¨ller radiation boundary condition
at infinity. As is well known, one can derive a reciprocal
boundary value problem for the magnetic fields.
To derive the surface integral equation for the above prob-
lem, the Stratton-Chu representation for Esi and H
s
i can be
used. Specifically,
E
s = −jωµSk[J] + 1
jωǫ
∇Sk[∇′s · J]−∇× Sk[M] (3)
H
s = −jωǫSk[M] + 1
jωµ
∇Sk[∇′s ·M] +∇× Sk[J] (4)
The integral operators involve J = n×H1 and M = E1 × n
as the sources for the radiation field.
The two types of sources are the equivalent electric and
magnetic current densities, respectively. Based on the equiva-
lence theorem, formulations like PMCHWT, Mu¨ller or com-
bined field formulations can be derived that involves con-
structing integral equations associated with each domain and
then imposing the requisite boundary conditions. The manner
in which boundary conditions are used dictates the eventual
formulation and its behavior in different frequency and dis-
cretization regimes. For classical PMCHWT and Mu¨ller, two
unknowns equivalent current sources are used, two boundary
conditions that relate these across boundaries are chosen, that
then produce two different integral equations. This approach
is called direct approach, in contrast to indirect approach that
starts from the boundary condition and then prepares well-
chosen integral representations that usually involve quantities
with nonphysical meaning [25].
Another type of integral equation for dielectric is based on
current and charge unknowns [18], which introduces charge
density in place of surface divergence of current densities.
In that case, integrands in those operators include electric
current, magnetic current, electric charge and magnetic charge,
the unknown surface sources to be solved. As there are
additional unknowns, one needs additional constraints on the
system (in this case–four). To obtain these four equations,
additional boundary conditions are imposed on the normal
components of electromagnetic fields. Therefore, the following
set of boundary conditions will be used to set up the four
integral equation, together with extra continuity and charge
neutrality constraints:
n×E1 = n×E2
n×H1 = n×H2
ǫ1n ·E1 = ǫ2n ·E2
µ1n ·H1 = µ2n ·H2
(5)
In the next Section, we present a modified description of the
problem based on the two commonly used potentials, one
scalar and the other vector. The new boundary value problem
will comprise a set of two decoupled boundary value problems.
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III. BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEMS FOR DECOUPLED
POTENTIALS
A. Scalar and Vector Potentials
The starting point of our discussion is the well known
representation of the electric and magnetic fields in terms of
the vector and scalar potentials, viz.,
Ei = −jωAi −∇φi (6)
Hi =
1
µi
∇×Ai (7)
The governing partial differential equation for the scalar
potential φi is the scalar Helmholtz equation(∇2 + k2i )φi(r) = 0, (8)
and the PDE for the vector potentialA is the vector Helmholtz
equation (∇2 + k2i )A(r) = 0. (9)
which is equivalent to
∇×∇×A(r)−∇∇ ·Ai(r) − k2iA(r) = 0 (10)
In the above equations, we have implicitly assumed that the
Lorentz gauge is used. Using the above expressions, one can
get the boundary conditions in terms of the two potentials.
Besides the radiation boundary condition in the infinity, the
coupled description for the boundary conditions is as follows.
n× (−jωA1 −∇φ1) = n× (−jωA2 −∇φ2)
1
µ 1
n×∇×A1 = 1
µ 2
n×∇×A2
ǫ1n · (−jωA1 −∇φ1) = ǫ2n · (−jωA2 −∇φ2)
n · ∇ ×A1 = n · ∇ ×A2
(11)
It’s worth noting that the A − φ representation will lead to
the same description of the original problem thanks to the
Lorenz gauge. Though another similar pair of potentials, anti-
potential Ae and scalar magnetic potential φm, is used when
deriving dielectric formulation, they have used mainly for
notation purpose only to express integral operators involving
magnetic currents and divergence of magnetic currents. In
that case, current sources are still used. Therefore, while two
potentials are defined, neither an integral representation nor
sources associated with these representations are used. As
shown later, different components (trace information) of A
and φ will be used as unknown sources in the representations
for them. From reciprocity, it is apparent that one can use
anti-potential Ae and scalar magnetic potential φm, alone, to
derive a reciprocal formulation.
B. Representation of Scattering Potential
Let G(r, r′) denote the Green’s function for Helmholtz
equation in free space, then
G(r, r′) =
e−jk|r−r
′|
4π|r− r′| (12)
Using the Green’s identity and the governing Helmholtz
equation, the scattering field representation, or the equivalence
theorem, could be written as
φs(r) =
∫
S
[
−G(r, r′)∂φ(r
′)
∂n′
+ φ(r′)
G(r, r′)
∂n′
]
dS′
= −Sk
[
∂φ(r′)
∂n′
]
+Dk [φ(r′)]
(13)
where the single and double layer potential operators are
defined as
Sk[x](r) =
∫
S
G(r, r′)x(r′)dS′ (14a)
Dk[x](r) =
∫
S
∂G(r, r′)
∂n′
x(r′)dS′ (14b)
In vector potential case, the dyadic Green’s function
G¯(r, r′) = I¯
e−jk|r−r
′|
4π|r− r′| = I¯G(r, r
′) (15)
satisfies the vector Helmholtz equation due the point source.
It can be derived that As(r) can be represented as [21]
A
s =Sk[n′ ×∇′ ×A(r′)] +∇× Sk[n′ ×A(r′)]
−∇Sk[n′ ·A(r′)]− Sk[n′∇′ ·A(r′)]
(16)
where there are four types of surface sources to express
the scattered vector potential. For notational simplicity, the
following are used to denote surface sources that would be
the unknown quantities in the integral equations derived later;
a(r) = n×∇×A(r) (17a)
b(r) = n× n×A(r) (17b)
γ(r) = n ·A(r) (17c)
σ(r) = ∇ ·A(r) (17d)
Using this notation, the integral representation of vector po-
tential is rewritten as
A
s = Sk[a]−∇× Sk[n′ × b(r′)]−∇Sk[γ]− Sk[σ] (18)
IV. DECOUPLED BOUNDARY CONDITIONS
In this section, boundary conditions will be derived sepa-
rately for the scalar potential and the vector potential. The
development of these models will mimic /imitate success in
framework used in both the Poggio-Miller-Chu-Harrington-
Wu -Tsai (PMCHWT) and the Mu¨ller formulation wherein
one poses the problems in terms of boundary conditions based
on surface sources in associated operators in (13) and (16). To
develop similar equations for the potentials it follows that one
needs to set up boundary conditions on scalar potential and
its normal derivatives across the interface, so that one can
set up two integral equations with two unknowns. Likewise,
for vector potentials, one needs to impose four boundary
conditions (two tangent vectors ones and two scalar ones) to
be able to formulate four integral equations to solve the four
unknown sources.
Next, although both [23] and [21] cover PEC case, we will
include a briefly review and discussion for completeness.
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A. Decoupled Boundary Conditions on PEC case
For PEC, one should have
n× (−jωA1 −∇φ1) = 0 (19a)
n · 1
µ
∇×A1 = 0 (19b)
From (19a), a decoupled potential description of the boundary
condition can be derived as
n×A1 = 0 (20a)
n×∇φ1 = 0 (20b)
which is stronger than the original boundary condition.
To satisfy (20b), ∇sφ1 = 0 has to be satisfied, which means
the surface gradient of total scalar potential should vanish.
Surface gradient data is not commonly used as source, so
another condition is used.
φ1 = V1 (21)
Both of (20a) and (21) are used in both [23] and [21]. The
difference is that [23] allows an extra set of DoFs to deal with
the reference potential, whereas [21] does not deal with this
(setting V1 to zero).
One last but very interesting and important point about PEC
case is that the condition imposed by (19b) can be satisfied if
(20a) holds. The proof would be very straightforward, if the
following manipulation is used.
n · (∇×A) = −∇ · (n×A) (22)
with ∇× n = 0 being applied.
B. Decoupled Boundary Conditions for Dielectric Case
In PEC case, finding the new boundary conditions involving
both vector and scalar potentials is relatively straightforward.
However, for the dielectric case, conditions on normal quan-
tities have to be satisfied, together with the requirement on
tangential components of electromagnetic fields. A stronger
boundary condition set (involving two potentials) has to be
derived from the boundary condition on n · E (rather than
n ·H). This anti-duality comes from the the asymmetry nature
of representations of E and H in (6) and (7). Therefore, a new
boundary condition set derived from (11) are as follows:
n×A1 = n×A2 (23a)
n×∇φ1 = n×∇φ2 (23b)
1
µ1
n×∇×A1 = 1
µ2
n×∇×A2 (23c)
ǫ1n ·A1 = ǫ2n ·A2 (23d)
ǫ1n · ∇φ1 = ǫ2n · ∇φ2 (23e)
where the first two conditions are derived from the condition
on n × E as in PEC case and the third one corresponds to
the requirement on n × H. Similar as in the PEC case, the
requirement on normal component of H can be satisfied by
considering the fact that n · (∇×X) = −∇ · (n×X).
By separating vector potential A and scalar potential φ,
and also introducing constant jump term in φ, one can get the
modified boundary conditions
φ1 = φ2 + V1 (24a)
ǫ1n · ∇φ1 = ǫ2n · ∇φ2 (24b)
for scalar potential φ and boundary conditions
n×A1 = n×A2 (25a)
1
µ1
n×∇×A1 = 1
µ2
n×∇×A2 (25b)
ǫ1n ·A1 = ǫ2n ·A2 (25c)
where V1 denotes a reference potential value that is constant
over the object.
Now only three boundary conditions are recovered for
vector potential, so another scalar boundary condition might
be required. The last is typically implicitly imposed condition
that ∇·E vanishes; this condition on E provides the necessary
information on the divergence of A and φ, as
∇ · E = −jω∇ ·A−∇2φ = −jω∇ ·A+ k2φ = 0 (26)
from the Lorentz gauge. Due to (24a), the addition boundary
condition associated with the vector potential is ∇ · A1 =
∇ · A2 + V2, where V2 is a reference scalar (potential) that
is constant over the surface of a separated object. The two
references potentials (something like reference voltages) can
be chosen as unknown quantity to be solved.
Using the afore-developed conditions, the boundary condi-
tion set for scalar potential would be written as follows:
φ1 = φ2 + V1 (27a)
ǫ1n · ∇φ1 = ǫ2n · ∇φ2 (27b)∫
S
∂φ1
∂n
dS′ = 0 (27c)
For vector potential, one would get
n×A1 = n× (A2) (28a)
1
µ1
n×∇×A1 = 1
µ2
n×∇×A2 (28b)
ǫ1n ·A1 = ǫ2n ·A2 (28c)
ǫ1∇ ·A1 = ǫ2∇ ·A2 + V2 (28d)∫
n ·A1dS′ = 0 (28e)
For the electromagnetic problem, charge neutrality con-
straint has to be imposed as well. This requirement can be
satisfied by setting up stronger conditions on both scalar and
vector potential. The idea is to impose zero-mean constraint
on both n · ∇φ and n · A. These two requirements come
directly from examining the physics of problem and matches
a mathematical approach used in [23].
It’s worth noting that several pairs of the decoupled potential
boundary conditions such as (24a) and (25a) are much stronger
than the their electric and magnetic fields counterparts. This
is a fundamental step or assumption in all of the existing
decoupled potential based formulations. If the solution satisfies
the decoupled boundary value problem, then the solution is
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also the solution to the original Maxwell’s equation. Therefore,
the existence and uniqueness of the decoupled potential based
boundary value problems are essential to set up the decoupled
potential formulation. Theoretical support can be found in the
results about modified Helmholtz problem discussed in [1],
[21], [23].
Following the same philosophy (Lorenz gauge allows
stronger A − φ representation for Maxwell’s boundary value
problem), one can also use even stronger constraint by setting
the reference terms V1 and V2 to zero. This can be due to
the fact that E − H cannot uniquely determine A − φ and
whereas the reverse is true. The formulation and discussion
presented later is under this assumption for, largely due to
simplicity. Though solutions match the Maxwell’s equation
with scalar and potentials being auxiliary quantities, effects of
the assumption on the true vector or scalar potential problem
is not known and worth being studied requiring more rigorous
physical analysis, i.e., asking a more fundamental question–
whether a description using scalar-vector potentialA−φ rather
than E−H is possible [26], [27].
V. FORMULATION OF DECOUPLED POTENTIAL INTEGRAL
EQUATIONS
In this section, decoupled potential integral equations will
be derived based on the representation theorems and corre-
sponding decoupled boundary condition sets.
A. Scalar Potential Integral Equation for the Dielectric Prob-
lem
From the representation integral for scalar potentials, one
can choose φ and its normal derivative ∂φ
∂n
as the sources and
observables to construct the integral equations. Therefore, one
needs the information about the two corresponding incident
fields, denoted by φi(r) and ∂φ
i(r)
∂n
respectively.
On the surface, two integral equations corresponding to the
exterior and interior domain can be written as follows.
φ1 = φ − Sk1
[
∂φ1(r
′)
∂n′
]
+Dk1 [φ1(r′)] (29a)
φ2 = Sk2
[
∂φ2(r
′)
∂n′
]
−Dk2 [φ2(r′)] (29b)
In the integrals of the first (second) IE, the observation
point approaches to the surface from outside (inside). Usually,
Cauchy principal values will be taken when working with
operators with singularity beyond 1
R
.
If the normal derivative of the scalar potential is taken
as the observable, one can get another two singular integral
equations;
∂φ1
∂n
=
∂φi
∂n
−D′k1
[
∂φ1(r
′)
∂n′
]
+Nk1 [φ1(r′)] (30a)
∂φ2
∂n
= D′k2
[
∂φ2(r
′)
∂n′
]
−Nk2 [φ1(r′)] (30b)
where the normal derivatives of operators Sk and Dk are
denoted by D′k and Nk respectively.
By linearly combining the two equations in (29) and two
equations in (30) and applying the boundary conditions in (27),
one can get the following scalar potential integral equation
(SPIE):(
α1+α2
2 I + C11 C12
C21 β1+β22 I + C22
)(
φ
ǫ1
k0ǫ0
∂φ
∂n
)
=
(
φi
ǫ1
k0ǫ0
∂φi
∂n
)
(31)
where the the scale factor ǫ1
k0ǫ0
on the ∂φ
∂n
is used to get the
same dimensionality as in φ and
C11 = −α1D˜k1 + α2D˜k2 , (32a)
C12 = α1k0ǫ0
ǫ1
Sk1 −
α2k0ǫ0
ǫ2
Sk2 , (32b)
C21 = −β1ǫ1
k0ǫ0
Nk1 −
β2ǫ2
k0ǫ0
Nk2 , (32c)
C22 = β1D˜′k1 − β2D˜′k2 . (32d)
Non-zero constants α1,2 and β1,2 can be randomly chosen
to solve the integral equation. However, only when β1ǫ1 =
β0ǫ0 the hyper-singularity in C21 can be removed; the choice
of these constants mimics those used for Mu¨ller system of
equations. If that choice is made, all the off-diagonal operators
are bounded and compact. Since the two diagonal operator in
(32) are in the form of identity operator plus compact operators
(C11 and C22), the integral equation (32) is of the second kind.
B. Vector Potential Integral Equation
The vector potential integral equation corresponding to the
vector potential boundary value problem can be derived in
a manner similar to that used for the scalar potential, but it
involves choosing suitable observables and different scalings.
Since the goal is to construct a well-conditioned formu-
lation, it is very natural to choose the same set of trace
information of the vector potential as the observables. As
in scalar potential case, incident field information including
n×∇×Ai, n×n×Ai, n ·Ai and ∇·Ai must be available.
From (18), one can write the representations for the four
types of observable in the following two sets of integral
equations. When the observation approaches the surface from
the exterior domain,

a1
b1
γ1
σ1

 =


a
i
b
i
γi
σi

+


Kk1 −Tk1 0 −Q1k1Stk1 −K′k1 −P2k1 −Q2k1Srk1 −M3k1 −D′k1 −Q3k1∇ · Sk1 0 k21Sk1 Dk1




a1
b1
γ1
σ1


(33)
The operators T , K, and K′ are defined in the Appendix, and
the others are as follows:
M3k[b] = n · ∇ × Sk[n′ × b]
P2k [γ] = n× n×∇Sk[γ]
Q1k[σ] = n×∇× Sk[n′σ]
Q2k[σ] = n× n× Sk[n′σ]
Q3k[σ] = n · Sk[n′σ]
(34)
Among these, all the diagonal operators can be written in the
form of identity plus a compact operator (as shown in the
appendix). Tk is a hyper-singular operator, and has the same
properties as the one in electric field integral equation. Besides
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the problematic hyper-singular operator, each skew-diagonal
operator is bounded but not compact.
When the observation point approaches the surface from the
interior domain, one can use notionally the same set operators
to express the observables as

a2
b2
γ2
σ2

 = −


Kk2 −Tk2 0 −Q1k2Stk2 −K′k2 −P2k2 −Q2k2Srk2 −M3k2 −D′k2 −Q3k2∇ · Sk2 0 k22Sk2 Dk2




a2
b2
γ2
σ2


(35)
For convenience, Z1 and Z2 are used to denote the operator
matrices in (33) and (35) respectively.
In order to make the application of the boundary conditions
easy and further improve the conditioning of the system, the
following scaled quantities (as in scalar potential case) are
used. That is,
a
′ =
√
µ0
µ
a =
√
µ0
µ
n×∇×A (36a)
b
′ = −jω√ǫ0b = −jω√ǫ0n× n×A (36b)
γ′ = − jωǫ√
ǫ0
γ = − jωǫ√
ǫ0
n ·A (36c)
σ′ =
1√
µ0
σ =
1√
µ0
∇ ·A (36d)
After careful dimensionality analysis, it can be showed that
all of above quantities (a′,b′, γ′, σ′) have the same units. It
is not difficult to realize that the first three terms represent
scaled electric current density, scaled tangential electric field
and scaled electric charge density, whereas the one last is
scaled potential term. Hence the unknown quantities presented
in this work can be related to physical quantities, which is an
advantage of direct approach compared to indirect approach
in setting up integral equations [1], [25]. In light of this
interpretation, the boundary conditions are tantamount to all
the four fields being continuous across the interface.
To reflect the changes in the scaling while keeping the
identity operator unchanged, one can define the following
block diagonal left and right preconditioners. Since analysis
later in the text will involve objects with electrical size kd, all
of these scaling factors are written in terms of ki, ǫi and/or
µi, with i = 0, 1, 2 denoting free space, exterior medium and
interior medium, respectively.
Pl,i = diag(
√
µ0
µi
,− jk0√
µ0
,− jk0ǫi
ǫ0
√
µ0
,
1√
µ0
) (37)
and
Pr,i = diag(
µi√
µ0
,−
√
µ0
jk0
,− ǫ0
√
µ0
jk0ǫi
,
√
µ0) (38)
where subscript i denotes the whether it is for exterior or
interior domain.
The VPIE (33) for exterior domain is changed to
(I
2
−Z ′1
)
a
′
1
b
′
1
γ′1
σ′1

 = Pl,1


a
i
b
i
γi
σi

 (39)
where Z ′1 denotes the new operator matrix after introducing
Cauchy principal value integral for diagonal operators in
Pl,1Z1Pr,1.
Similarly, for the interior domain, the new VPIE is
(I
2
+ Z ′2
)
a
′
2
b
′
2
γ′2
σ′2

 = 0 (40)
The explicit form for Z ′i is

K˜ki 1jk0µr Tki 0 − 1µrQ1ki
−jk0µrStki −K˜′ki − 1ǫrP2ki jk0Q2ki
− jk0
cr
Srki −ǫrM3ki −D˜′ki jk0ǫrQ3ki
µr∇ · Ski 0 − k
2
i
jk0ǫr
Ski D˜ki

 (41)
where relative light speed cr is defined as cr =
1√
ǫrµr
. By
linearly combining the two VPIEs for exterior and interior
domains, one can get the final VPIE;
(
Q1 +Q2
2
−Q1Z ′1 +Q2Z ′2
)
a
′
1
b
′
1
γ′1
σ′1

 = Q1Pl,1


a
i
b
i
γi
σi


(42)
where the linear factors are defined by
Q1 = diag
(
1
µr2
,
1
ǫr2
, ǫr2, µr2
)
(43a)
Q2 = diag
(
1
µr1
,
1
ǫr1
, ǫr1, µr1
)
(43b)
The choice for linear factors determined by the requirement
to cancel the singularity beyond 1
R
, that is to cancel the
singularity in those non-compact operators as done in Mu¨ller
formulation [3] and charge-current integral equations [18].
VI. ANALYTICAL PROPERTIES
In this section, we investigate the analytical properties of
the presented scalar potential IE and vector potential IE by
studying scattering from a sphere with radius a. The resulting
linear system from both integrals can be analytically evaluated
if scalar and vector spherical harmonics are used to represent
the unknowns associated in each integral equation. Due to the
orthogonality between basis functions, block diagonal system
will be generated, making it possible to study the spectral
properties of the discrete system. This approach has been
used widely as an efficient tool to understand/capture some of
the essential signatures of integral operators associated with
three dimensional time harmonic or time-dependent acoustics
or electromagnetics problems [19], [23], [28]–[31].
Representing the unknown scalar u and vector u1 quantities
using scalar and vector spherical harmonics such that
u =
∑
unY
m
n (44)
ul =
∑
u1nmΨ
m
n + u
2
nmΦ
m
n (45)
where
Y mn (θ, φ) =
√
2n+ 1
4π
(n−m)!
(n+m)!
Pmn (cos θ)e
jmφ (46)
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Ψ
m
n (θ, φ) =
r√
n(n+ 1)
∇tY mn (θ, φ) =
Ψ˜
m
n (θ, φ)√
n(n+ 1)
(47)
Φ
m
n (θ, φ) =
1√
n(n+ 1)
r¯ ×∇tY mn (θ, φ) =
Φ˜
m
n (θ, φ)√
n(n+ 1)
(48)
The vector spherical harmonics satisfy the relations
Ψ
m
n (θ, φ) = −rˆ ×Φmn (θ, φ) and Φmn (θ, φ) = rˆ ×Ψmn (θ, φ).
The linear system elements are evaluated as integrals of
several types: (1) scalar-scalar integral < Y m
′
n′ ,O[Y mn ] >
, (2) scalar-vector integral < Y m
′
n′ ,O[Ψmn (Ψmn′)] > , (3)
vector-scalar integral < Ψm
′
n′ (Ψ
m′
n′ ),O[Y mn ] > and (4)
vector-vector integral < Ψm
′
n′ (Ψ
m′
n′ ),O[Ψmn (Ψmn′ )] >.
A. Stability Properties of SPIE
The scalar potential integral equation is well-conditioned
and doesn’t suffer dense mesh breakdown. The formulation
for scalar potential integral equation is similar to that for
transmission problem in acoustics [25], hence it is immune
to spurious resonance. The detailed analysis will be not be
presented, and the analysis procedure is very similar to that
for VPIE, which will be given next.
B. Stability Properties of VPIE
The vector potential integral equation involves only compact
operators besides the identity operator in the diagonal. At high
frequency, one should avoid the situation when the system
element grows as ka. As ka → ∞, the asymptotic behavior
for the system elements in Z ′i is of the following form:

1
2
√
µrǫr
µr
0 1
µr
√
ǫrµr
µr√
µrǫr
1
2
1
ǫr
√
µrǫr
O((ka)−2)
O((ka)−1) ǫr√
µrǫr
1
2
1
µr
√
ǫrµr
µr√
µrǫr
0
√
µrǫr
ǫr
1
2

O(a2) (49)
It should be noted that the asymptotic analysis focuses on ka,
assuming the mesh resolution is proportional the wavenumber
set by the spatial Nyquist sampling rate (ka and mesh density
approaching infinity at the same time is not practical in
numerical analysis). As seen from (49), in each row, off-
diagonal operators have different scalings in terms of material
properties, therefore it is not possible to get all the off-
diagonal element to approach zero at the same time. Actually,
numerical examples show that at high frequencies, due to
the oscillatory nature of each operator, the spectral properties
(such as eigenvalues and eigen-radius) for the system are also
oscillatory.
At low frequencies when ka → 0, one should avoid terms
such as O( 1
ka
) that would lead to catastrophic cancellations.
It is easy to find that 1
jkoµr
Tki in Z ′i has the problem as in
regular EFIE. The situation can be easily fixed thanks to the
fact that at very low frequency electric field and magnetic field
would be decoupled. The frequency scaling in (37) and (38)
should be removed for low-frequency problems. The resulting
Z ′i can be modified to be

K˜ki 1jµr Tki 0 − 1µrQ1ki
−jµrStki −K˜′ki − 1ǫrP2ki jQ2ki
− j
cr
Srki −ǫrM3ki −D˜′ki jǫrQ3ki
µr∇ · Ski 0 − k
2
i
jǫr
Ski D˜ki

 (50)
Low-frequency stability properties can be studied by look-
ing at the asymptotic behavior as ka→ 0 for fixed resolution
(indicated by fixing the highest mode degree n). The asymp-
totic scaling of Z ′i in (50) behaves like

O(1) 1
µr
O(1) 0 1
µr
O(1)
0 O(1) 1
ǫr
O(1) 0
0 ǫrO(1) O(1) 0
µrO(1) 0 0 O(1)

 a2 (51)
where each of the O(1) terms is only in terms of spatial
resolution n, unit imaginary number j and possibly a, but
shows no dependence on constitutive parameters. Apparently,
after the frequency scaling, all the terms are bounded and no
serious cancellation will occur. Furthermore, by choosing the
linear factors as in (43), one can get vanishing off-diagonal
elements in (42). It is worth noting that choosing correct
boundary conditions for b′ and σ′ is essential to achieve this
goal, because it leads to same scaling factor in front of the
second and fourth operators of the first row in (51). At low
frequencies, the system is diagonal dominant.
Another important issue in EFIE or EFIE-like formulations
is density breakdown when element size h is close to zero
or spatial resolution (mode degree) is very high. For fixed
ka, the the dependence of the system elements on on spatial
resolution n (proportional to 1
h
in piecewise discretization) can
be derived.

O(1/n) 1
µr
O(n) 0 1
µr
O(1)
0 O(1/n) 1
ǫr
O(1) 0
0 ǫrO(1) O(1/n) 0
µrO(1) 0 0 O(1/n)

 a2 (52)
Again, all the O(·) terms are invariant across the surface, with
all the material constitutive parameters are explicitly given in
the front. From the asymptotic result, one can see the only term
that possibly cause density breakdown is the hyper-singular
operator. However, after combining two equations for both
interior and exterior domain with the help of (43), all the
O(1) and O(n) terms are canceled exactly at low frequencies,
owing to the fact that the resulting off-diagonal operators are
compact.
VII. PERFECTLY ELECTRICAL CONDUCTOR CASE
The presented formulation can be reduced to simpler for-
mulations for scattering analysis of perfectly electrical con-
ductors. In this section, several formulations for PECs will
be given briefly, and comparison will be made against results
presented in [21], [22], [32].
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Using the fact of the condition on φ = 0, one can reduce
the SPIE to one that has only φ (and V1 if necessary) as the
unknown quantity,
Sk1 [
∂φ1(r
′)
∂n′
] = φi (53)
where charge neutrality
∫
∂φ1(r
′)
∂n′
dS′ = 0 has to be imposed.
The resulting formulation will suffer spurious resonance prob-
lem, and Burton-Miller [33] approach, by combining the its
normal derivative, can make the SPIE for PECs immune from
spurious resonance and well-conditioned. Indirect approach
used in [1], [23] can be also used.
By setting n× n×A and ∇ ·A to zero, the VPIE in (33)
is reduced to

a1
0
γ1
0

 =


a
i
b
i
γi
σi

+


Kk1 0
Stk1 −P2k1Srk1 −D′k1∇ · Sk1 k21Sk1


(
a1
γ1
)
(54)
With two unknowns (a1 and γ1) governed by four integral
equations, there are several options to choose two equations
from them to solve the two unknowns.
The best choice is a 2nd kind integral equation,(
a1
γ1
)
−
(Kk1 0
Srk1 −D′k1
)(
a1
γ1
)
=
(
a
i
γi
)
(55)
which doesn’t suffer both low-frequency breakdown and dense
mesh breakdown, but has the problem of spurious resonance
at high frequency. One way to get around this is to introduce
nonphysical quantities as in the indirect approach [1], [23].
Another choice is to choose the second and fourth equations,
−
( Stk1 −P2k1∇ · Sk1 k21Sk1
)(
a1
γ1
)
=
(
b
i
σi
)
(56)
This one also suffers from resonance problem. At low fre-
quency approaching zero, operator k21Sk1 will vanish and the
system leads to a saddle point problem that needs special care
[22]. At high frequency, a frequency scaling has to be made
to fix ka dependence of the same operator.
The linear combination of the above two should be helpful
in avoiding resonance. Besides those two formulations, other
combinations are possible and they would have different spec-
tral properties and have different immunities against spurious
resonance.
VIII. NUMERICAL RESULTS
In this section, numerical examples will be given to demon-
strate the stability properties of the presented integral equa-
tions. For simplicity, only VPIE for dielectric problem is
discussed in this section.
The condition numbers for a 1m sphere at low frequencies
are given in table I. The dielectric problem has the following
setup: ǫ2 = 2ǫ1 = 2ǫ0, and µ2 = µ1 = µ0. Modes up to
30th degree are used and the system is about 1800 × 1800.
In the table, econd denotes condition number computed by
the ratio of maximum and minimum of absolute values of
eigenvalues, whereas the cond denotes the regular definition of
the condition number (ratio between maximum and minimum
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Fig. 2. real and imaginary parts of eigenvalues
singular values). The results at low frequency range shows the
almost constant condition numbers due to the 2nd kind nature
of the integral equation.
Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 shows the eigenvalues of the system at
the frequency of 1.0 Hz and 1e7 Hz respectively. All of the
eigenvalues are clustered around 0.5 in complex plane, both
showing nice spectral properties. As a result, an iterative solver
will be very efficient for systems such as this one.
TABLE I
CONDITION NUMBERS AT DIFFERENT FREQUENCIES
f(Hz) 1e0 1e1 1e2 1e3 1e4 1e5 1e6 1e7
econd 1.25 1.25 1.25 1.25 1.25 1.25 1.25 1.22
cond 1.25 1.25 1.25 1.25 1.25 1.25 1.25 1.31
The following test is to study the behavior of conditioning
at high frequencies with the high spatial resolution grows as
proportional to the frequency. In the implementation, the high
degree of the basis functions is set as [2ka]+1. The condition
number of the VPIE versus frequency is demonstrated in
Fig. 3. For comparison, the same plot for the case of Mu¨ller
formulation is given in Fig. 4. The dashed curve in both figures
are a linear curve of frequency for reference. It’s observed that
both formulation will lead to increase in condition number as
the frequency, in an oscillating manner. Though high frequency
behavior may not be as ideal as that of low frequency situation,
growing condition number proportional to the electrical size
does not necessarily lead to same situation in the iteration
numbers. As in other extant approaches, the convergence of
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Fig. 4. Condition number of Mu¨ller formulation versus frequency
iterative solver in high frequency regime can be accelerated
using effective preconditioning techniques. This could be a
future topic worth more study and discussions.
In order to show the validity of the formulation, comparison
is made between the solution of DPIE and that using Mie
series approach. Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 respectively give the real
part of the coefficients of mode Ψ130 and Φ
1
30 in the magnetic
currents. The error between Mie and DPIE is close to machine
precision, thanks to fact that the basis functions used are
eigenfunctions of the vector Laplace-Beltrami operator. From
each of the plot, one can observe that the frequency response
of the dielectric scattering problem is very oscillatory. As the
frequency decrease, tending to static limit, the response can
be still recovered accurately by the new formulation.
IX. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
. Decoupled potential integral equations for electromag-
netic scattering from homogeneous dielectric object have been
proposed. The resulting formulations are well-conditioned
second kind integral equations, without having low-frequency
breakdown or density mesh breakdown. When reducing the
dielectric formulation to solve PEC problems, several options
are available. Observables or integral equations out of (54)
have to be chosen with great care to avoid resonance, low-
frequency breakdown or saddle point phenomenon.
When setting scalar potential φ to be zero, the vector
potential boundary value problem is an exact (scaled) electric
field based description of the original Maxwell’s transmission
problem. Interesting, this special case of our formulation is
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within GHz range
also a direct-approach and dual to what is presented by Vico
et al. [34] almost at the same time when the manuscript of
this paper was submitted. Their work starts from an indirect
approach with rigorous mathematical proof linking the solu-
tion to the resulting integral equation with that of the original
transmission problem. With slight changes, both formulation
can be considered as adjoint of each other. Using the new
set of unknowns (two tangential vectors and two scalars) is
also similar to that in current-charge integral equations. The
difference lies in that (1) no continuity constraint is needed
and (2) one charge term and one potential term (rather than
two charge terms) are used.
Discretization issues, numerical implementations and per-
formances, especially at high frequencies, will be studied and
presented in the upcoming communication.
APPENDIX A
The following are integral operators commonly used in
integral equations for Helmholtz and Maxwell’s equations.
Limiting cases for some of them are also given to help the
analysis of properties of the presented integral equation based
formulation.
S[σ] =
∫
G(r, r′)σ(r′)dS′ (57)
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D[σ] =
∫
∂G(r, r′)
∂n′
σ(r′)dS′ r→r
±
=== ±1
2
σ + D˜[σ] (58)
D′[σ] =
∫
∂G(r, r′)
∂n
σ(r′)dS′ r→r
±
=== ∓1
2
σ + D˜′[σ] (59)
N [σ] = ∂
∂n
D[σ] = ∂
∂n
∫
∂G(r, r)
∂n′
σ(r′)dS′ (60)
K[a] = n×∇×
∫
G(r, r′)a(r′)dS′ r→r
±
=== ±1
2
a+ K˜[a] (61)
K′[a] = n×n×∇×
∫
G(r, r′)n×a(r′)dS′ r→r±=== ∓1
2
a+K˜′[a]
(62)
T [a] = n×∇×∇×
∫
G(r, r′)n× a(r′)dS′ (63)
In the above, T and N are hypersingular and unbounded
integral operators, both of which are self-adjoint operators. S,
K˜, K˜′, D˜ and D˜′ are compact (also bounded) operators, with
the adjoint operators of K˜ and D˜ being K˜′ and D˜′ respectively.
It is straightforward that D, D′, K and K′ can be used to
construct integral equations of the second type.
Also we have following convention for denoting different
traces of one operator: Sn = n × S , St = n × n × S and
Sr = n · S.
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